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Description The Earth's upper atmosphere and ionosphere respond dynamically to
geomagnetic storms and driving from the Sun. Ionosphere demonstrates
local response to a geomagnetic storm superimposed on daily, seasonal
and solar cycle dependent variabilities. These different phenomena make
characterization of regional ionospheric dynamics a complex problem. New
observational capabilities and sophisticated data analysis tools provide an
opportunity to improve our understanding of ionosphere dynamics during
storms as compared to quiet times. Specifically, the Total Electron Content
(TEC) of the ionosphere is readily available from GPS measurements.
Analysis of TEC dynamics over ground-based GPS sites using network
analysis is of major interest. Characterizing network topology, connections
between TEC measurements at different locations, directionality of the
network can lead to better understanding of ionospheric dynamics and
advances in space weather forecasting. We seek highly motivated
candidates to participate in research on ionospheric dynamics and data
analysis. We are particularly interested in candidates who will analyze
satellite and ground-based observations to improve our understanding of
space weather. Knowledge of basic signal processing techniques and
system science approaches are encouraged.
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Requirements

Citizenship: LPR or U.S. Citizen
Degree: Doctoral Degree.
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